Apply For a Direct Marketer Permit through Revenue Online
Starting an Application
Go to the Revenue Online: https://online-tax.alaska.gov/ATP/WebDoc/_/

The home screen looks like this:
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Under the Quick Links tabs, click on “Submit a License Application or Test”
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The following screen will appear: Click on the New Fisheries Business License text link.
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On the screen that now appears, click the next button:

Continue to Apply for a New Permit by confirming your application and hitting the “Next” button:

Make sure to select the correct year for which you are applying and then click on the next button
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After clicking the next button, the following screen will appear:

You will first need to select a “Business Type” to continue. Direct Marketers must always select “Sole
Proprietor”
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If you have set up a business, such as an LLC, you are welcome to sell your fish to that business, but in order to
qualify for the Direct Marketer permit, you must operate as a sole proprietor.
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Use the drop down menu to select Social Security Number for ID Type:
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Enter all required information. Required information is indicated by an orange triangle in the upper left hand
side of the text box:

Complete all required information and then click the next button located near the bottom right hand side of
the screen: (Note, all information is automatically defaulted to ALL CAPS)
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If any error exists, the application will not let you move forward until the application is corrected.
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Once you click the next button, the following screen will appear:
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Select the Direct Marketer License type by clicking on the circle in front of the text and answer the subsequent
questions that will appear and finally click on the next button:
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Adding Permit Information and Intended Starting Date
The following screen will appear:
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Click on the little calendar icon on the right of intended starting date to select a date to display a drop down
calendar:

Select an intended starting date. Note that you cannot select a date prior to 1 week from the current date.
DOR prioritizes license applications by this date, so you may want to select a date a little bit sooner than your
first day of fishing, just to be sure.
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Entering Permit Information
The Limited Entry (Gear Card) number is the permit number on your plastic card that you receive from the
Commercial Fisheries Entry Commission. The number that needs to be entered here is the 5 digit number only
that is directly after the fishery code.

If you don’t
have your card handy, you can always look up your permit number on the CFEC website located here:
https://www.cfec.state.ak.us/plook/#permits
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Once you have entered your permit number, indicated whether your seasonal address is the same as your permanent
address by checking the check box, or enter your seasonal address information. Then click the next button:
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The following screen will appear:

If you know who your custom processor is, you can enter that information on this page, however, this is not required
information. If you do not wish to enter this information at this time, simply proceed by clicking the next button. The
following screen will appear:
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Adding Vessel Information:
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Note: If you are a setnetter, click on the check box and type in set net on the text box that appears.

If you are using a vessel then you will need to enter all required information. The ADF&G number is the number on your
boat triangle. As with your CFEC permit, you can also look up your vessel information on the CFEC website located here:
https://www.cfec.state.ak.us/plook/#vessels
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Type in your vessel name (not your name):

By clicking on the plus, you can display additional information such as vessel length and home port:
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The ADF&G vessel number is located here on your permit card:
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Once you have entered all required information, click on the next button:
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Adding Fishery Resource Information:
Notes: This is the place where you add information about your fishing operation, such as the fishery resources that you
plan to process, export, or have custom processed. This is information that indicates your intent and is not binding. For
example, if you only list salmon on this application, but later obtain a shrimp permit, you are free to
process/export/custom process the shrimp under this direct marketer permit without notification, provided that the
fishing activity occurs on the same vessel.
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Check all boxes that apply to your operation:

Helpful hints: If all you are doing is boxing up whole fish or gutted and gilled fish only, please check the
Heading/Butchering box or check the other box and under description indicate: whole fish.
For the Estimated Pounds section give your best guess. Remember this is an application of your intent and you may
process more or less than the pounds you indicate on this application.

For months of operation, indicate the months where any fishing/processing activities will occur, not just sales.
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Once you have added all applicable information, click the next button:
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Adding Intent to Operate Information:
The Intent to Operate area represents the area where any fishing activity or processing activity. Please check all areas
that you think that you might operate. As with the Fishery Resource part of the application, this is not limiting your
activity to areas that are indicated on this application.
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Select all areas in which you think fishing/processing activity will occur. Once you are through with your selections click
the next button: (Note if you operate in an area that was not selected on this application that is perfectly acceptable.
This is not limiting you to these fishing areas.)

Once you have added all areas where fishing/processing activity will occur, click the Next button.
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Estimated Tax Information

The above screen is designed to assist you with an estimate of what you may owe on your tax return that will need to be
submitted to the Dept. of Revenue for the year following your activity by March 31st.
Once you type in a value under either the Established or Developing species, you will see that this screen automatically
calculates an estimate of the taxes that you will owe for the following year. Note that if the value you enter on the
screen exceeds a calculated tax estimate of $500 or more you will be required to pre pay those taxes at the time that the
application is submitted. If you exceed the estimate that you have provided on this page, simply indicate that when you
file your fisheries business tax return for the year following activity.
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Established vs Developing Species: Most species are established. Developing species would be things such as
experimental fisheries for things like aquatic plants.
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Surety Information
Because you are a sole proprietor, answer is as following image displays. This information is most applicable to larger
operations, such as canneries:
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Code Plates and Fish Ticket Information
This screen is where you enter how many code plates you will want to have sent to you, along with the reporting forms,
called fish tickets that you will need sent to you. Code plates are the little aluminum tags that are used to imprint the
processor code that will be assigned to you. Your processor code is the same as your direct marketer license number
assigned by the Dept. of Revenue. Most direct marketers get between 1 and 3 code plates. ADF&G will only print 5 if
more than 5 are requested. If you lose them, we can always print more, but you really only need 1 or 2 if you want a
spare.
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Code Plate Information
The name on the code plate can be any name you want as long as it is 12 letters or less. It can be your name, your boat
name, a business name, your last name, really it’s up to you. It’s just another way to identify your operation on your
code plate.
You will also need to indicate where you would like your permit approval letter, code plates and fish tickets sent to,
seasonal or permanent mailing address.
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Ordering Fish Tickets
Fish tickets are carbon copy forms that are required by regulation to be submitted to ADF&G within 7 days after each
delivery, or as otherwise specified by the department.

After you click on the drop down menu, a list of the 10 distinct types of fish tickets will appear. The fishery(ies) for
which you have a valid CFEC permit will determine what types of tickets you will need. If you are unsure, you can always
pick your best guess. ADF&G verifies fish ticket type by CFEC permit, so even if you pick the wrong one, ADF&G will
make sure to send you the ones that you need. Most fisherman won’t go through a whole book in a year, so only select
one book. If you are getting low and need more as the season develops, simply call ADF&G and request another book.
Just call ADF&G at 907-465-6131.
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Payment Information
The fee for a Direct Marketer Permit is $25. At this time, the state is unable to accept debit card or credit card
purchases. Instead, the state deducts payment directly from a bank account through ACH transfer. You will need to pay
for your application at this time by entering your bank account information on this screen. Currently, you must enter
bank account information here in order to move on to the next step and finalize the application. If you do not have a
bank account, please save your application and contact the Dept. of Revenue to make alternate payment arrangements
at 907-465-2320 and ask for the fish group.
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Use the drop down menu to select the bank account type. The Routing number is used to identify who your bank is. If
you have a checkbook handy, the routing number is first number and the second number (usuallu separated by a colon)
is your individual bank account number. If you don’t know your banks routing number, they are pretty easy to obtain by
typing the name of your bank and then the words “routing number” into an internet search engine.
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Finalizing and Submitting the Application
This screen contains two checkboxes that are statements agreeing to terms and conditions of being granted the permit.

Once you have clicked on the “Submit button the following window will display:
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Please enter a valid email address to send a confirmation email verifying submission of your direct marketer
application and click OK.
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If you have successfully submitted an application the following screen will appear:

From here, you can elect to print your application or not.

If you would like to confirm that Dept. of Revenue has received your application please contact the
Department of Revenue at 907-465-2320 or email dor.tax.fishexcise@alaska.gov

Additional Information:
A direct marketer license from Dept. of Revenue is defined by statue (43.75.020(c)) and is associated with a particular
fisherman and vessel. If you fish from multiple vessels, separate Direct Marketer Licenses must be obtained from the
Dept. of Revenue.
As the license/permit holder the fisherman is responsible for ensuring that you comply with all regulations and reporting
requirements applicable to your operation.
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Proper record keeping will help when the time comes to complete the annual reports that are required by the Dept. of
Revenue and ADF&G. An annual tax return is required to be submitted to DOR by March 31st, as well as any other
applicable taxes, such as the salmon enhancement (SET) tax. You may find it helpful to review these forms ahead of
time, so you can make sure to keep your records in a manner that will make these reports easy to complete when the
time comes. You can contact the Department of Revenue at 907-465-2320, option 4 or by email at:
dor.tax.fishexcise@alaska.gov
ADF&G requires a COAR report that details your operations activities. The easiest way to think of the COAR report is for
any fish you write a fish ticket for under your processor code, those fish will need to be on your COAR report, which is
due by April 1st of the year following your activity.
If anything comes up mid-season, please do not hesitate to contact ADF&G with your questions. We can be reached at
907-465-6131 or email: dfg.seafood-coord@alaska.gov

On behalf of ADF&G have a safe and great season!
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